


This will be a journey into algebraic
topology, using linear algebra as a

vital tool in making calculations.

Algebraic Topology tries to duster
questions in topology (geometric questions)
by making thequestions more algebraic
One of the main questions we ask:

⑪How many
holes does my space

have? -
- -
-

We are going toE
give a way to

answer thisquestion and investigate
some machinery of algebraic topology
using vectorspaces andlinear algebra.



Toology
This is the study of abstractspaces up
to continuous deformation

(No algebrain structure +we can wiggle
and smush them around)

Spaces ofinterest
· The circle The torus

Si = =0 T2:
I
to a topologist,

· The klein bottle this is the same

as a coffee mug!
-
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·The sphere g2:=



·The disk · The Ball
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savel.Theinter·The mobius
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The pointhere is thatI could go
on and

on;unlike a vector space, which has

a very strictdefinition, topological spaces
can look very crazy!

⑦How can we classify topological
spaces?

Qanswer:Introduce some linear algebra!
(to capture the topology)



If we fixa field I, thenone

way todistinguish betweenvectorspaces
is by their dimension. If
SimV= dimW, then VEW.

Let's try tosystematically associate some

rector spaces to a spaceX so that

we can use them as invariants!This

will give us a way todistinguish
spaces.
But first...

natorics?
Let's try tobuild our spaces ina

"blue print"way, outof vertices live
/

segments, triangles, and their higher
generalizations

Iturns out, we can do this
for most nice spaces!)
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We see thatwe can "glue"these

things together. Whatif we take this
further?



Let's startwith "A square". What
happens If we glue some

* ofthesides together?

Exb Riertes

=At cylinder! y edges

·v
L

⑤ 37
by
8

I 3edgesi=Grex& 1 -an > -"- ⑮
torus!

⑧ 77 ·

33 Klein

#N , Bottle!

-
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zedgesI
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I vertices⑰y= Mobius!
↳ edges

7

~??
We call this

↑2 RP2 Ivetex

zeds

Notice thatwhen we glue, we identify
edges a vertices.

In fact, this iswhatwe need tocreate
our invariant! These are called cell

complexes;the dutyof their cells
(vertices, edges, faces)

and how they're attached is all me well:

Homology
The idea:quantify "holes"in my space.



Let X be a cell complex. Suppose:
· X has O-cells EV., ...,V:3 (vertices)

· X has I-cells [e., ...,e;3 ledges)
·X has 2-cells [f., ...,fix3 (faces)

:

Define for each 120 thevector space

Cu(X), the archains of X, as
theB-rector space withone basis element

for each n-cell.

EX -
LetX =T2 = C

V .

.

↑

a M a·L
2. (T4) =(Ea,b,c3

The E

COCT2)=1Ev3, CCTY:MEA.B3ER"EIR



For each isthere is a linear transformation

CuIX) nCurIX)
Ispecify on a basis:)

On10)=[ENIA,
i

Inhat this means is we take an

n-cell or and look at all the

(n-1)-cells inside andtake their alternating
sum.

So, we have a sequence of linear maps:
...

-- Cur(X) C(x) oCurt) -...
...
-[,(x)(o(X) -> 0

r-ast;
-

im Out, is a subspace of kardn



---
11

Cur(X) Cicx) cx

So, we can always form the quotient
rector

space!?

kerdn
=Hn(X) -with homology-

im Outs ofX

Fact
-

If XEY as topological spaces,
then Hulx)=Hn(Y) Fr.IO

*To tell spaces apart, compute homology!A



ck
tothetorus:

-0 -((T4)f= (+2)

t
-

12.(T2)-0

Immediately, we know that for a2,3,
Hr(+2) =0.

H2CT2)
-

This is kerdz/imdz=Kardz
Since im (03:0 -> 22(T2)) =0.

C2CT2=R2, C, CT4 =R3,

so we can realize this as a matrix (i):
Justred toknow the value on the
basis.

dc(A) =a+b -c =dz(B)



ms(!!) rank=1, a mallity=)

us Kurd,R Hz(TY
↓dim

H.(Tz)
-

This is kind, limdz=Kard,/Latbch.
Whatis kerd,?
Find the matrix.

d,(a) =0,0,(b) =0 04(c) =0
11 'I

V-V v-2 V-V

was Kero.He LeveryHing!)
Thus, H,(T2) ER2

HoCT2)
-

Ker 00/imd, =M/0 =R. Cool!



Let's look atsome other spaces. If

they have any differenthomology,then
they are notthe same space!
Ex!
-

CoCS'l EREvB C, (SEMGe
8 =si

Hn(S1) =0 Fuz,2
0,

...
-0 -> R4e3 --ME13 --0

1)
-Kard, lind- Hurd,

d, (e) =v-v =0 mskerd,-

so H,(S) =R

Hols')
-

-Ker dolimd,=REV3/0EIR



So S'IT! These are "different"

to theeyes of topology.
Ex!

ColS2) =REv3 CCS4 =0

E. C2(S4 =R2f3
do

...
-Ef501-REv3 --O

HalS2) =SN t
Differentagain!
Exs

⑪ (z(D2) =M273

...
----R2f30-...

HnCD2 =Gi we



I 7=· Co(X)=REU,vE
↳a C.(x) =BEarb, c, d3a

377 5

X=cylinder
22(x) =REf,fz3

Hu(x) =0 for ns,3

0(2x),(x)22o(x)0+x)

KerOz

di(f,) =b -d +a,dz(fz) =a- d +c

bothof these are linerly ind in G(X)
mis H2(x)=0

Hx)
Kr0,/imd2

imdz =REb-dra,a-d+c3 EN



d,(a) =w-v.d,(b)
=

0,d,(c) =0

d. (d) =w-v

u imd=REw-v3 ER

mikerd2M3 (Rank-Nullity)
me H. IXERY/R2 =A

HolX
-

AIIR:IR same as circle!

In fact, S'EX Chomoxpy eq.)


